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Objectives 

 

● To introduce learners with digital information resources with a focus on open access 

resources and open educational resources. 

● To make learners aware about their pivotal role in the present attention economy;  

● To secure learners from information vulnerability by introducing them the concepts of 

misinformation and their digital rights fundamentals; 

● To create awareness amongst learners about open access details and support in their 

learning; 

● To spread awareness about different issues of intellectual property rights and copyrights; 

● To prevent the generation of misinformation and spreading fake news; 

 

Learning outcomes 

 

● To understand the role of information resources in education and research; 

● To acquire digital information literacy skills; and 

● To know availability of open access resources and OERs in respective domains. 

● To understand the value of human attention in the present attention economy; 

● To prevent spreading misinformation and fake news; 

● To understand the IPR fundamentals; 

● To be aware about open access and open licenses; 

● To stop information malpractices; 

● To understand the different aspects of plagiarism and become more responsible as a 

citizen in the society 

● To make the learners aware about adopting ethical practices on social media 

platforms. 

 

 

Curricula details 

 



Unit 1: Introduction to information resources    

● Information Sources – categories and features,  

● Role of information resources in education and research; 

● Documentary Sources: Primary, Secondary and Tertiary; ebooks; ezines;  

● Institutional and Human Sources; Non print materials including digital 

information   sources, Traditional Vs. Digital  sources of information, -

Reference Sources: Meaning; Categories of reference books;                          

● Digital and virtual reference services; popular digital reference tools. 

(Ex. encyclopedia, dictionary, yearbooks etc.), National Digital Library of India 

etc. 

 

Unit 2: Information Literacy      

● Concept clarification; digital divide; digital natives. 

● Searching skills  

● Managing social media-Ethics; microblogging platforms; 

● Fundamentals of misinformation, disinformation, fake news; preventive measures. 

● Parameters for information authenticity: Information security; Website evaluation, 

vlogging evaluation. 

● Attention literacy: attention types; Attention Economy; attention channeling. 

● Artificial and emotional intelligence: fundamentals 

● Big data; Internet of Things; 

 

Unit 3: Accessing Electronic Resources    
● Accessing union catalogues: 

● Global union catalogues 

● National union catalogues 

● Accessing bibliographic databases; 

● Accessing full-text databases and e-journal portals 

● Wiki fundamentals 

 

Unit 4 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)    

● Concept clarifications; types of IPR;  Digital rights management; 

● Copyrights and Copyleft;  

● Open licenses: CreativeCommons and searching commons;       

● Open Access (OA) – essential concepts: 

○ OA types and paths (Gold, Green, Platinum, Bronze, Hybrid) 

● Open Educational Resources (OERs) – Content, Systems and Services 

● Plagiarism concepts: information malpractices; information vulnerability 
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